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ABSTRACT 

The variational approximation with cubic multivariate B-splines is considered 
for functions of four independent variables that are known together with their 
partial derivatives in an irregular set of points. The quadratic functional 
which is minimized by the spline function comprises the sums of the weighted 
residuals of function and its partial derivatives and a quadratic form of the 
second derivatives (smoothing term). An algorithm for manipulating the 
weights is developed and tested. The technique is applied to the problem of 
objective analysis of the geopotential field. The importance of acknowledging 
the data for wind components (derivatives of the geopotential) is discussed. 

1. Introduction 

One of the central issues in numerical weather prediction is the problem of 
initial conditions. There exist in the atmosphere a variety of motions with 
extremely different temporal or spatial scales. All these motions are 
simultaneously described by the governing equations of geophysical flu id 
dynamics ( GFD) and the scale of the solution depends solely on the scale of 
initial condition. In order to increase the time interval of stable computations 
one must impose sufficiently smooth initial condition which contains only the 
large-scale motions. Thus one arrives to the problem of filtering the 
small-scale motions from the observational ( aerological) data which is the gist 
of so-called procedure of objective analysis. Among others I subject to 
objective analysis in meteorology are the fields of geopotential 1 wind I 

temperature 1 humidity, etc. 

The currently used operational methods for objective analys is are the principal 
components and optimal interpolation (see I e.g. ( 1]) which alongside with 
their obvious virtues exhibit also certain shortcomings . The method of 
principal components is not flexible enough since it is tied to the stationary 
eigen-functions of the correlation matrix and the transients of considerable 
amplitudes are eventually poorly represented. On its turn I the optimal 
interpolation lacks accuracy in the regions with sparse data because of over
smoothing. 



The variational method introduced by Sasaki (2] (see also [3 ], [4] ) p uts 
the problem of approximation on more rigorous basis. It has also the major 
advantage to allow controlling the smoothing by means of minimizing the 
residuals of the governing equations. The obstacle on the way of its 
implementation in the original form was the requirement for the data to be 
kr1own in t he node points of the computational grid and thereof it could be used 
only after another procedure for dat a regularization was prior effected. This 
shortcoming was overcome in [ 5 ] wher e a spline approximation was used in t he 
frame of t he variational method. 

The purpose of the present work is to develop a numerical technique for 
approximation wi.th B-splines of scattered data in 4D . An important 
development over [ 5] is the acknowledgment of data on partial derivatives of 
the field to be smoothed . In the case of geopotential field these are the data for 
the horizontal wind components . The numerical algorithm is created and 
verified for the 4D case, but particular results are cited here for the 2D case 
of the geopotential field at 700A T over the Northern hemisphere in polar 
stereographic projection. 

1. B-splines 

The definition of a spline (see, e.g. , [ 6 ] , ( 7] ) is of a function that is 
composed of different functions in the different intervals (areas, volumes) 
through matching them smoothly up to certain order, at the boundaries of the 
intervals (areas, volumes). We content ourselves with the case when these 
functions are polynomials. The highest of the orders of these polynomials 
defines the order of the spline . Special convenience offers the use of so-called 
basis-splines ( B-splines) which are localized functions of the said type. 

Consider in the interval [a,b] the regular mesh 

.i : a=x0<x1< ... <xN=b, x;=x0+(i-l)h , i=l, ... .M . ( 1) 

Th e explicit formulas for the B-splines of third order and defect 1 can b e 
obtained t h rough a recurrence relation (see ( 8 ] , [ 9 ], [ 10 ] ) and has t h e form 

6h 3 Bi(x)= 

0 

x-xi-2)2(x; -x) +(xi•2 -x)(x-xt-1)2 

+(x-xi_2)(x1• 1 -x)(x-x1_1), xi-! ~x<x; 

xi•2 -x)2(x-x) +(xi•1-x)2(x-xi-2) 

+(x . • - x)(x 1 -x)(~ -x . 1) , x,.~x<x, ... 1 J• • ,... t -

0 

( 2) 

where the index refers to the point where the maximum of the respective 
spline- function is sit u ated I i.e . 1 the maximum of B. is in point x. . The 
essential p r operty of a B- spline of third ord'=r and de.f'=ct 1 is that it is a 



localized function with continuous second derivative which adopts nontrivial 
values only in the interior of the interval (xi-2 ,~. 2 ). Respectively, only four 
B-splines have non-trivial values in the interval [X 11 X1+1], namely those with 
indices i-1,i,i+1 and i+2. Obviously, the set of all cubic B-splines of defect 1 
which are not equal to zero in the interval [a, b], is a linear space of dimension 
N+3. However, if we consider only the so-called natural splines whose second 
derivatives are equal to zero at the boundaries of the interval [a, b], then the 
basis of the linear space is represented merely by~ (x), B:(x), ... , BM- :(x), 
~ (x) and thus the dimension is reduced to M+l. Each member s of the 
(N+1 )-dimensional space of the natural splines of 3th order and defect 1 can be 
represented as a linear combination of the basis functions. 

It is clear that each function whose functional values are known in 
(generally irregular) set of M+1 points in the interval [a,b) can be uniquely 
r epresented as a linear combination of the M+ 1 B-splines defined in the said 
interval. This is called spline interpolation (collocation). The procedure of 
spline collocation as means for approximation (as any interpolation procedure) 
·s faced with the problem of oscillation of the approximant. The oscillations 
may spur from apparently insignificant er::::ors in the functional vulues. On the 
other hand in most of the practically important situations, the data is 
prescribed in an irregular set of points which grossly exaggerates the 
difficulties for applying spline collocation, especially the oscillation problem. 

this instance, functions that are presumably sufficiently smooth, the 
adequate tool for representing them turns out to be the approximation in least 
square sense with B-splines (variational approximation). It has two major 
advantages: first it is robust to small errors in the original set of values of the 
function and, second - it renders the information on a regular system of 
points. _ hese two advantages are crucial in meteorology. 

2- Posing the problem 

Consider the 4D "rectangle" n=[a:,b:J [a2 ,b2 ] [a 3,b 3 ] [a"b'] that encompases all 
data points. It is to be especially stressed out that the derivations to follow are 
valid for arb itrary dimension. The computer code is tailored to the case of 4 
arguments. 

Consider the presumably smooth function g whose functional values together 
with the magilitudes of its partial spatial derivatives are known in an irregular 
set of points, namely 

Yv = g(Xv,Yv.Zv,t), Yv = g:xCXv.Yv.Zv,t), Yv = g.,(xv,Yv.Z...•t), V =l, ... ,L, 

The spline approximant s minimizes the functional 
which poses a compromise between the requirements for smoothness and for 
proximity to the prescribed values of the function (and/or partial derivatives) 
y •. Here where p. are positive weights and a is called "smoothing factor". The 
magnitude of a reflects the relative importance ascribed to the contradicting 
requirements of smoothness and proximity. The meteorological applications 
require more flexib ility of approximation. For this reason we introduce, 
alongside with the general smoothing factor a, the distributed weight 
a(x,y,z,t). 

We cover n with a uniform mesh, dividing it into a set of 4D rectangles. Each 
four-dimensional natural spline s is uniquely represented as follows 
where the index i\ refers to the number of the respective 1D spline function 
(see previous section ) . e u s denote by X the vector of all unknown spline 



Jl\ -"1 Jt, Jl4 

S(x,y~,t) = L L L L a11 ~t,t. B11(x) B~(y) B~,(z) Bif.t) ( 5 > 
11•0 ~..() t,-o t,.-o 

coefficients in the representation ( 5) . Obviously, the dimension of X is 
M=(Ml+l)(Mz+l)(l'-\+l)(M.+l), i.e., the 4D natural splines form a linear space 
of that dimension. 

It is convenient to introduce the notations 

cj;> = a.a,B~1(x1)Bt,(yll,.)B~,(r.k,)B14(tlc)' 
cj;> = a.a,IJ;1(X~;)B:(y~)B~(z.t..)Bi4(t~), 
cj;> = «a,IJ11(xA)Bt,(y~)B~(z~:,)Bi4(tk)' 
cj;> = «a,IJ;1(x1)B~z(y~)B~(Zt,)B((t;;), 

(6) 

( 7) 

where 1= ( k 1' k 2' k3, k,) is a 4D index of type of j . Respectively a : are coefficents 
which appear because of the quadrature formulas for the node weights. One 
can consider them, however, as discrete node weights which can adopt any 
values, includingly o; =0. Let us denote by P the total number of nodes where 
the node weight adopts nontrivial value. 

The discrete approximation of the functional ( 4 ) yields to the problem of 
minimization of quadratic function of il<any variables 

( 8) 

where A is a matrix with (M+P ) columns and M rows whose ra,nk isM. Be noteci 



that because of the localized shape of the B-splines, the coefficients c and d 
are equal to zero if the respective components of their indices differ by more 
than 2. This means that the matrix A has a multi-band structure. The vector 
of right-hand side of the system 

b=(y l, ... ,y L;y l, .. . ,y L;y l, ... ,y L;O, ... ,O) (9) 

is composed by the values of the function and its first derivatives in the 
irregular set of points coupled by P zeros. It is obvious, that in order not to 
have an underdetermined system the rank of A must be smaller than L. 

The overdetermined system, to which the minimization of ( 8) is reduced, 
is solved by means of the Hausholder method [11], [12]. It goes beyond the 
scope of the present note to discuss the details of implementation of 
Hausholder method. 

3. WE1ipulation of weights. A model case 

It is clearly seen that the problem under consideration has many degrees 
of freedom which can be used in order to tune it to the particular problem 
trough manipulating the weights-. Consider a function F for which we have 
analytical expression. This allows us to assess thoroughly the properties of 
the approximation. In this instance we can consider the distance between the 
function and its approximant in the node points of a specially defined regular 
mesh (not necessarily coinciding with the main mesh). We introduce the 
st.:mdard measures: 

(10) 

·.·: ~ .e::-e 1 , are the numbers of grid lines alongside the respective coordinate of a 
s _ e a1 regular mesh that does not necessarily coincide with the main mesh and 

· is introduced solely for the purposes of comparison of the function and 
::.e a proxi ant. In our numerical experiments it was 21x21. The expressions 

) are called uniform (overall) distance and average uniform distance, 
:-espec ·ve y. 

on the other hand, a most significant practical importance has the 
::-easure of the maximal deviation in the irregular set of points where the data 
:s g ·ven, namely 

Emu= ma.x jS(x<v>'Y<v>)-F(x",y)j, v=l, ... ,L. 
v 

( 11) 

The weights asribed to the data points ( collocanon weights ) are 
ins trumental when smoothing presumably noisy data (see, e.g., [ l3]) setting 
them propotional to the inverse of 
the alleged error at givem data point. However , this is not the only problem in 
objective analysis . As above mentioned, it may be necessary to smooth even a 
correct data in order to f ilter out small-scale processes irrelevant to the scale 
of motion which is to be predicted. By means of the collocation weights we 
attempt homogenizing the approximation. It is clear that without them (or 
which is the same - all weigh s equal to unity), the information carried by the 
points which belong to denser c usters would be given more importance by the 



algorithm. Then 1 the idea is to have larger weights for those stations which 
are in less populated area and vice versa. 

Let h : stand for the spacing of the regular mesh in which we construct 
the spline. Consider the two data points with coordinates (X: 1 Y: I Z: It : ) and 
( x, I Y 2 I~ I t 2 ) I respectively. Denote the distance between them as the square 
root from the scalar product: 

Two points influence each other if d 125H, where H is ca.iled "distance of 
influence 11

• We take it to be equal to the half of the largest grid spacing. 
Then for each point x. we can calculate the number n. of points which are 
situated closer than H. Be noted that n):l 1 inasmuch as at least the point 
under consideration satisfies the said condition. Then I the respective 
collocation weight is defined as 

where the constants c 1 and C2 are at our disposal for tuning the algorithm in 
each particular case. 

We performed numerical experiments with the following test functions 

(14) 

ed 250 randomly distributed source-data points throughout the 2D region 
: [- 3 I 3] . The grid for calculating the the spline was 9x9. The res ults 

-... -:::__ :::> th functions were quantitatively the similar. We present in the tables I 

-·~e :-es ts for function F 2 • 

abe s hows the effect of manipulation of collocation weights in terms 
: ::.e a:::>o e defined norms of deviation of the approximant from the function . 

_: e s:g:-: "=11 in the place of the weight means that all of the weights are equal 
: ea :. o er. Two different values for the smoothing factor a=O. 001 and 0. OS 

.. s.dered. Two different choices are displayed for the pair of constants 
: . One sees that through manipulating the constants c : and c. one can 

· . - - :.e maximal deviation while retaining the desirable decrease of the 
--y-~=C:.: - s ance between the function and the approximant. It is clearly seen 

straightforward introduction of variable weights ( c :=0 I C. = 1 ) does , 
'ecrease the distance between the approximant and the function . 

--:-::on 1 a ely it yields also to an increase of the maximal deviation in th e 
_ :..... •s where the weight becomes too small. For this reason we limit the 
ariation of the weights by setting C : =0 . 5 and c 2=0. 5. 

Now we can specify now the node weights tuning them to the number of 
d a a points present in the vicinity of a node and to their respective collocation 
weights . 

We call an "elementary cell around a nocie" I the 4D rectangle centred at 
that node and having walls equal to the respective mesh spacings. The mean 
n umber of data points is K= L/ N:- , where N;- = M: M: M3 :M.; is the total number of 
elementary cells. Let now B: be the total number of data poims in th e 

f 



elementary cell around the considered node referred to by the 4D index 
j=(i.,i2 ,~ ,i,). Then we define the node weight as 

a= J 

0, if ~l" 
lC-p 
--1, if O<P1sK 

lC 

Q, if Pj=O 

(15) 

The so defined weights cr J ' after being multiplied by the overall 
srr,ccthing £actor a give the octual node weights. We performed numerical 
experiments in the 2D cose with mesh size 9x9 and a=O. 05 and the some input 
data as in the previous subsection. Table II shows the results for different 
values of the parameter Q. In these experiments, all of the point weights are 
taken to be equal to 1. The row designated by "nodes" gives the number of 
nodes, where non-zero smoothing weights are prescribed by the algorithm 
according to the above criteria. It is seen that introducing variable weights 
yields to increase of the overall distance and to decrease of the maximul 
deviation. 

Table III presents the result of combined use of the two types of weights. 
It is seen now that the both measures decrease. Experiments are conducted for 
Q=l which is furthermore used in the practical calculations. ' 

4. Results and Discussion 

n order to elucidate the principal problems connected with the spline 
a o:- ximation we confine our numerical experiments to the case of two spatial 

rdinates . Consider the stereographic projection. 

ao 7t cf> 
x=x +-(1 +sin<j:> )tan(---)cos(ct>-4> \ 

0 D I 4 2 01' 
1ft 

y=y +~(1 +sinct> )tan(~- cf>)sin(ct>-4>' 
o D 1 4 2 01' 

m 

(16) 

a"=6371000m 
v 

where D= is a scole factor defined for convenience when plotting the results. 
The main problem on the way of application of B-splines for objective 

analysis of geopotential field, consists in the fact that the latter varies 
relatively slowly while its mean value is larger than the variations. For the 
selected case of 700mb, the mean value of the geopotential is of order of 300dm 
while the deviations are of order of 50-60 dm. In addition, the predominant 
part of this deviation (about 35 dm) is due to the latitudinal climatic trend: the 
highest value (318 dm) is ot the equator and the lowest (250 dm) -at the pole. 
For the synoptically important patterns of the geopotential field (cyclones, 
anticyclones, ridges) are left only the marginal deviations of order of 5-30dm. 
This poses a grave threat since the algorithm can smooth these if special 
meosures are not taken. Therefore we subtract the said latitudinal trend. The 
climatic profile of geopotential as a function of the latitude can be found, e.g. 
in ( 14). We did try even to acknowledge the much more subtle zonol trend 
taking into account the date from the Atlas of climatological maps for 
1950-1969, but we have not ochieved significant improvement of the results, 
i.e. , the mere removing of the latitudinal trend appears to be sufficient. 



In order to increase the resolution we use geopotential meters ins tead of 
decameters. The scale factor D m is selected so as to have the data in the 
rectangle [ 20,80 ]x [ 20,80 ]. Approximately 600 data points (mostly these are 
the aerological stations of USA and Europe) are situated in the said region . 

Fig. 1 shows the result of application of the developed here technique t o 
the respective part of Northern hemisphere. The grid size is 9x9 points . The 
main smoothing effect of the spline approximation comes from the size of the 
mesh. Only those patterns are respected from the approximation whose 
measures are of the size of the grid cells. Employing finer meshes without 
smoothing procedures is also not acceptable because some artifacts could 
appear. There is also another limitation on the grid si;;:c connected with the 
requirement that the total number of grid points should not exceed the number 
of data points. Here becomes transparent the major advantage of using the 
wind data, inasmuch as this triples the upper limit for the grid size. 

In Fig. 2 is presented the same case as in Fig .1, but for mesh size 21x21. 
Although the results are obtained over the whole original region, we present 
t he patte:;:-ns only within the outlirJ.ed in Fig. 1 window [ 15, 70 ]x [ 28,60 J . The 
thin lines refer to the approximation obtained without taking into account the 
wind data. It is clearly seen that the patterns now are more elaborate than in 
Fig. 1 which means that the field is less smoothed than for mesh size 9x9. The 
thicker lines represent the approximation for the geopotential field, when the 
data for its spatial derivatives {wind data) is also acknowledged while th e 
magnitudes of the rest of parameters (mesh size, point and node weights) are 
being held fixed. It is seen that further details appear while the field remains 
reasonable smooth. 

Conclusion 

The results of the present work show that the variational approach with 
multivariate B-splines can be instrumental in objective analysis of 
meteorological data. Through manipulating the weights one can tune the 
scheme to the physical specifics of the problem. Through an extensive set of 
numerical experiments are defined the limitations on parameters of the scheme . 
It appears that acknowledging the wind data has an especially beneficial impact 
on the approximation making it much more suited to the physical purposes 
without increasing the mesh Eize. 

The developed here 4D spline approximation can also be considered as a1: 
extrapolation procedure in time. In this mode it can serve not o!-: ly for 
providing adequate initial conditions for the numerical models but also as a tool 
for very short-range forecasts of the synoptic circulation. 
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TABLA I 

Cl, Cz 0,1 0,1 .5, .5 

II 0.001 0 . 05 0.05 
pesos .. .. .. • .. • 

El 0.583 0.896 0.232 0.328 0.2680.328 

Ez 0. 078 0. 082 0.087 0.071 0.076 0.071 

E.x 0 . 204 0.151 0.202 0.146 0.155 0.146 

TABLA II TABLA III 

11=0.05 u=O. 05, 0=1. 
----------------------------- -----------------------------

0 0.5 0. 75 1. cl, c2 . 5,. 5 .75, . 5 
nodos 11 25 33 pesos • .. .. 

El 0.506 0.340 0.400 Bl 0.400 0.330 0.387 
E2 0.069 0.072 0. 072 E2 0.072 0.075 0.072 

Eu.ax 0.125 0.144 0.148 Emu 0.148 0.143 0.139 
----------------------------- -----------------------------

Figura 1 



,, 

40.00 

Figura 2 
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